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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Visit us: www.costway.com
Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!

USER’S MANUAL
Bedside Crib

BB5379
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Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item. 

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

E-mail
 US: cs.us@costway.com
 UK: cs.uk@costway.com

Before You StartBefore You Start
Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Seperate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the 

area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product 

unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from 

babies and children as they potentially pose a serious choking hazard.

PARTS

Crib support frame × 1

Crib fence tube × 1
Crib fence cloth × 1

Securing strap × 1
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WARNING

Pay attention to warning labels and operating instructions
Please read the following instruction manual and keep it for 
future use. If you do not follow the instructions, it may affect 
the safety of crib and cause danger.
This crib is intended for one baby weighing up to a maximum 
of 15 kg. Please do not overload.
This crib is suitable for infants aged 0 to 6 months old.
Do not use this crib when the baby can sit, kneel, or crawl. 
When the baby is in bed, do not leave the baby unattended.
The crib can only be used when the locking mechanism of the 
folding system is engaged.
Do not use cribs if any parts are broken, damaged or lost.
Always check that the assembly is properly retightened, and 
be careful that there are no loose screws, as they can hook 
onto a baby's clothes or body parts, posing a choking hazard.
Do not use this crib without support frame.
Near the crib, avoid open flames and other strong sources of 
heat, such as electrical sparks, gas flames, etc.
Do not add bedding in the crib.

USE INSTRUCTIONS

2

Folding button

Two-way lock

Unfold the crib support frame
1.First find the folding piece ① of the crib rear support leg.
2.Hold the folding piece in your hand and push the two-way lock button 
② with your index finger in the direction of the arrow, press the folding 
button at the same time ③, put the rear support leg down flat until a 
click is heard, it shows the crib support frame is fully unfolded.
3.Fold the crib support frame in a similar way, push the two-way lock 
button, press the folding button, lift the rear support leg up and fold 
the crib frame.

Unfold

Push

Press
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USE INSTRUCTIONS USE INSTRUCTIONS

Crib fence tube 
disassembly button

Press

Assemble crib fence tube
1.Assembly: Insert the crib fence tube directly into the crib support 
frame as the picture shows. When you hear the click, it shows that the 
fence tube has been connected to the crib support frame. 
2.Disassembly: Press and hold the buttons on both sides of the crib 
fence tube, then lift the crib fence tube and remove it.

2
2

Assemble crib fence cloth
1.When assembling the fence cloth, wrap the edge of the cloth on the 
crib fence tube, then zip up the back ①, and insert the separate fence 
tube ③ into the opening of the fence cloth (As picture shows)
2.Finally, buckle the two ends of the separate fence tube into grooves, 
zip up both sides of the front section ②, and complete the assembly of 
the fence cloth.
3.When removing the fence cloth, operate in reverse.
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USE INSTRUCTIONS USE INSTRUCTIONS
Assemble crib mattress

1.After the fence cloth cover is assembled, put the mattress 
(self-provided) into the crib.

8 levels adjustments

Adjustment  button

Adjustable crib height in 8 levels
1.The crib height is adjustable in 8 levels. When adjusting downward, 
please hold down the adjustment buttons ① on both sides to adjust the 
crib to the lowest height.
2.When adjusting upward, you don't need to hold down the adjustment 
button, just pull it straight up.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommendations
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking time to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

www.costway.com

Your suggestions and comments for COSTWAY are really important to us! 
We sincerely solicit you to go back to our shop and leave a good rating in just a 
simple click. It would be quite encouraging if you could kindly do so like below:

February 24, 2019
Great products so far. Fast delivery, easy setup, and working without any issues. 

Great products so far

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich

www.costway.com
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Use Instructions
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Bed

Mattress

4

Three bar buckle

Fixation of crib and mattress
1.First find the two slots under the crib. (Figure: 1/2)
2.Then insert the strap fastener buckle into the slot under the crib. (Figure: 3)
3.Pull the strap fastener through the bed surface and buckle it directly on the 
opposite bed edge. Tighten the three bar buckle will tie the strap to the bed 
more firmly. (Figure: 4)
4.Finally, put the mattress on to complete the assembling.


